DeviceLock Chooses AnyChart for Its DLP Security Solution

DeviceLock, Inc, established in 1996, is a leading provider of endpoint device/port control and data leak prevention software for business, education and government institutions around the world. The company offers DeviceLock, a policy-based endpoint data leak prevention (DLP) security solution that enables network administrators to centrally control uploading and downloading activity through local computer devices and network protocols and applications.

Challenge:

- To present the activity of DeviceLock in a clear and visually appealing way.
- To make complex data easy to read and understand so that the situation could be quickly evaluated by the end user.

Solution:

- AnyChart was chosen as a solution. The component allows to create stylish interactive charts and provides excellent rendering performance.
- Due to wide variety of chart types and the flexibility of AnyChart, it was possible to implement user-friendly data visualizations.

"Extensive chart gallery and customization options gave complete freedom of expression to us when visual design of charts and indicators was being created."

— Ashot Oganesyan, CTO, DeviceLock, Inc
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